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Fowl and football at Family Day
The rain this past Saturday did not prevent anyone from having fun at Family Day.

Unlike most Saturday mornings, the campus came alive early with activities. Festive pumpkins and scarecrows were strewn about the Ursinus campus and students welcomed their visiting families with smiles.

The moon bounce agility course and giant slide were set up without a hitch, and younger siblings and cousins of Ursinus students flocked to the activities with eagerness. Charlie, the 5-year-old cousin of Ursinus freshman Stephanie Barus, could not get enough of the giant slide and climbed the stairs at least ten times. "Today was so much fun," he said excitedly. After "Androcles and the Lion," a children's show performed in WLL, lunch was served outside at 11:30 a.m. Lines of family members and students were accompanied by the acoustic soul band, "Matt York." Their soft music carried across to the petting zoo, which contained chickens, bunnies, calves, goats, and more animals alike that eagerly accepted the company of both children and adults.

Some families enjoyed the music of the student groups performing in the Kaleidoscope. Others were led around campus by the students for a personal tour. Glenn Brooks came to visit his daughter Estelle, a freshman. "This is a lovely little campus," he exclaimed as he peered around at the stone buildings. "I've only been here to move my daughter in and I'm so glad to have the opportunity to visit her wonderful school again." Freshman students were not the only ones whose parents visited. Many upperclassmen invited their moms and dads to spend the day with them as well, making the stands packed at the football game, in which Ursinus crushed the McDaniel football team, 20-0. The cheerleaders performed their routines and evoked more excitement from the crowd. Cheers from the soccer game crept up field as Ursinus fought the good fight, losing, in the end, to Gettysburg, 3-1. Most braved the rain with umbrellas and rain jackets; no one let the weather stop them from cheering.

The bookstore was packed with students and families buying Ursinus apparel. Judy Turner, an alumna of Ursinus College who was here visiting her son Bailey, a senior, was waiting in line to purchase a sweatshirt. "It was great to be back on campus today," she said. "What's so nice about it is that is my campus and now my son is here to enjoy it. It's a great reason to visit my college and get acquainted with my Phi Psi sisters that are on campus."

Parents and siblings departed in the late afternoon after the young ones tucked in and college students begged for a nap.

**Monumental players in the Black Arts Movement speak at Ursinus**

**TRACY FERDINAND**

trferdinand@ursinus.edu

Sonia Sanchez and Askia Toure have both served as an inspiration to many writers familiar with their work. Instrumental in highlighting the need for African-American studies at institutions of higher learning, the two scholars are committed to justice, community service, and exposing the truth, no matter how ugly it may seem to some.

Both writers have proven that their involvement in the politics of the 60s and 70s was not just a passing fad of that tumultuous period, since they are still writing, publishing and speaking across the country today. Last Tuesday, Ursinus College was given the gift of having these two monumental writers, poets, and activists--key players in the Black Arts Movement--grace our campus with their presence.

Though it would be easy for Sanchez and Toure to carry themselves clothed in superior airs, they were extremely cordial and addressed students and faculty in the same manner as one would address an old acquaintance. Referring to members of the Ursinus body as sister and brother, their attitudes reflected a peace and tranquility uncommon in today's society, even among elders.

Students and faculty were invited to have lunch with the living legends at the Unity house before the scheduled reading, titled "Visions of a Liberated Future," held in the Lenfest Theatre. Throughout the lunch, they tag-teamed their dialogue as they retold anecdotes of college protests, visits by angry FBI agents threatening eviction, and what the tone of our country was like during the 60s and 70s. They revealed a friendship and accustomed ease in sharing the stage. After opening the floor up for students to introduce themselves and share concerns or questions about their life work, they made it clear that their commitment to love was something deeply rooted in their daily lives, as well as in their work.

After an introduction by Professor Nzadi Keita of the English department, Sanchez blessed the stage with her presence. She started the reading off with a list of people who have had a great impact on the world in the last century. Sanchez followed this by performing two poems about her father and his relationship to women, revealing the importance of her father and brother in her personal life. Toure, whose reading style is a bit more excited, in contrast to Sanchez's cool pace, jumped right into the reading. He touched on the need for citizens to be concerned about the condition of our environment so that the next generation will share their fervor.

Though many students were unaware of the impact of Sonia Sanchez and Askia Toure in American history, their power and success were made evident by the end of their readings. The presence of these two legends was a moment in Ursinus history that should not soon be forgotten.
MSA and Hillel "broke the fast" together

SARAH KECK
sakeck@ursinus.edu

On Monday, Oct. 2, at 7 p.m., students from the Muslim Students Association (MSA) and Hillel joined together at the Hillel house, located at 33 6th Ave., to share a "break-the-fast" dinner.

Students in the MSA were breaking a fast as part of the celebration of the month of Ramadan, the holiest month on the calendar of the Islamic faith. During this period, Muslims fast throughout the month, from dawn to sunset.

Hillel advisor Naomi Manon asked people to introduce themselves and talk about their reasons for the fast. "Fasting is part of the Jewish Day of Atonement," she said. "It's a month where we try to get really close to God," explained sophomore Oshmade Bouvey, a Muslim student.

Barbara von Schlegell, Professor of Philosophy, explained that Ramadan fasts occur as a way to equalize all Muslims. "Everyone is hungry," she elaborated. "Rich people, who never have to worry about money and food, see what it's like to have an empty stomach."

"Fasting is for God's sake," Schlegell continued. "God loves the breath of someone who is fasting. It's like perfume to God."

Muslims also use Ramadan as a time to engage in a different kind of fast, one that doesn't pertain specifically to food. They refrain from cursing and engaging in other acts that might be seen as sinful. "It's a time of purification," Schlegell said.

Manon then explained what it means for people of the Jewish faith to celebrate the Day of Atonement. "It has a lot to do with asking for forgiveness," she said. Manon explained that Yom Kippur is often seen as a metaphor for experiencing death. By not eating, drinking, wearing leather, and having sex, among other things, Jewish people are removing themselves from anything that shows their involvement in life. "We are experiencing a spiritual death so we can be reborn," Manon said.

Those gathered waited until 7:25 p.m., the precise time of sunset, and then began to gather food to break their fasts. During this time, Manon explained that this is a special time for God, especially for this type of operation were given magnets to keep them attached to the metal operating table. (BBC)

Congress voted to give President Bush unprecedented authority to try suspected terrorists through military tribunals and to clarify rules for interrogating prisoners. The Senate voted 65-34 last Thursday to approve the legislation that Bush requested last week. The doctors and patient were held down for the procedure, which was performed inside a sterile plastic tent. Instruments designed especially for this type of operation were given magnets to keep them attached to the metal operating table. (BBC)

The dying wish of an empress has been fulfilled. Years after her death, when it seemed it would never happen, Maria Fedorovna's body was moved to Russia. Fedorovna was the wife of Alexander III and the mother of Czar Nicholas II. She died in 1928 in exile; therefore, the communist regime which had driven her from Russia would never have considered allowing her to be buried there. With the Soviet authorities long gone, the empress's remains were returned. She was re-buried next to her husband and her son in the Peter and Paul Fortress in St. Petersburg. (BBC)
Sex causes plenty of anxiety. We worry about the time, place, setting, and whether or not our roommate will be busy that evening. On top of all these valid concerns, practicing safe sex reigns as the most important matter. However, what makes the concept difficult is that each individual has his or her own way of protecting themselves. Some individuals choose to use contraception, is a popular form of reversible birth control that is available through prescription only and has a high rate of effectiveness. However, no form of contraception is right for everyone, and this article will help you and your partner decide whether or not the pill is for you.

Birth control pills, or oral contraceptives, combine hormones (estrogen and progestin) to prevent ovulation and thicken cervical mucus. Both methods prevent pregnancy by disallowing the sperm to reach the egg. In some cases, a progestin-only pill method may be prescribed to women unable to use combination methods. These “mini-pills” are also highly effective and work by thickening cervical mucus, but are less effective in preventing ovulation. It is important to understand that the thickening of cervical mucus alone is an effective way of preventing pregnancy (Planned Parenthood).

Both forms of hormonal oral contraception are purchased in packs containing 28 pills. In combination pills, 21 pills contain hormones and are taken during the first three weeks, while seven pills are inactive placebo that serve as a reminder and are usually taken during the time when a woman menstruates. Some packs now contain only 21 pills, and women using this method simply wait eight days after the pack is completed to start another pack instead of taking reminder pills. In progestin-only packs, there are 28 pills, each active and containing a hormone. The fourth week of use in progestin-only methods is also when a woman usually gets her period (Planned Parenthood).

One of the most important points to remember is that one pill has to be taken once a day, every day, for the pill to be effective. Taking the pill at the same time everyday is the right time, and missing pills significantly decreases effectiveness. If you’re using oral contraception and you miss a pill, consult your informational packet to determine what you need to do next.

Certain medications also decrease the effectiveness of oral contraception and because of this, it is important to be truthful with your medical professional about the medications you are taking to ensure that there is no conflict. Some anti-HIV protease inhibitors, anti-seizure medications, oral anti-fungals, and the antibiotic Rifampin are believed to decrease the pill’s effectiveness (Planned Parenthood). St. John’s Wort is also believed to interfere with the pill, and it is important to discuss all medications and supplements (including vitamins) with the professional who is prescribing the pill.

Not everyone can take the pill, due to possible serious side effects. Blood clots and high blood pressure are rare side effects that are increased by older age and SMOKING. In very rare cases, jaundice, gallstones, and liver tumors have also developed. If you have a history of any of these conditions or conditions associated with diabetes, history of stroke or heart attack, or have an abnormal growth, your medical professional may decide the pill is not for you. Other conditions may also cause the professional to keep you off the pill, however, instead, progestin-only pills can sometimes be prescribed. More common and much less severe side effects include breast tenderness, nausea, headache, moodiness, bleeding between periods (or “spotting”), and in cases of combination pills, weight fluctuation (Planned Parenthood).

The pill is also associated with good side effects, such as less cramping, lighter and more regular periods, decrease in acne, lower risk of certain cancers, less anemia, lower risk of osteoporosis, less vaginal dryness, and other advantages that can be gained by taking the pill (Planned Parenthood).

You can receive birth control counseling both at the Wellness Center and Planned Parenthood that will help you and your partner decide if “popping the pill” is right for you.

Catching up with Dane Cook

ALEX ERNST
alernst@ursinus.edu

Recently, I had a chance to sit down and talk to Dane Cook as part of a nationwide roundtable interview to promote his new movie, “Employee of the Month,” opening Oct. 6. For those of you unfamiliar with Dane Cook, he is first and foremost a fantastic comedian. His recent album, “Retaliation,” has gone platinum and is the highest selling comedy album in the last 25 years. If that’s not enough, Dane also touched on the line between his stand-up and his acting. “We Wanted to Know About Sex

LANE TAYLOR

Everything You Never Knew You Wanted to Know About Sex

Graduate School

Is grad school in your future? Are you wondering how to research programs and gain admission into competitive graduate programs?

Let Career Services help! Check out all the grad school resources in the Career Services Library and the wide variety of grad school links on the Career Services Web site (www.ursinus.edu/career). Be sure to seek advice from your faculty! Their knowledge of the field and of your interests will allow them to make helpful suggestions.

The complete grad school application will typically include an application form, an official college transcript, graduate entrance exam scores, letters of recommendation, a personal statement or essay, an application fee, and, sometimes, a personal interview. For information on these steps and a suggested timetable for application activity, schedule an appointment with a career advisor in the Career Services Office.

Plan attending the upcoming program “Getting into Grad School,” presented by nationally known author and speaker Don Asher, on Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 7:30 p.m., in Pfalzer Auditorium. Asher will pump you up with graduate school admission strategies and terrific tips based on his popular book, “Graduation Admissions Essays: Write your way into the Graduate School of Your Choice.”

And don’t forget to sign up today to take a practice GRE, GMAT, LSAT, or MCAT during the Oct. 7 Fall Kaplan test drive. Call Career Services to reserve a spot. Stay tuned for more details on the new and revised GRE General Test, launching in the fall of 2007. Each of the GRE General Test’s three sections—Verbal Reasoning, Quantitative Reasoning, and Analytical Writing—will feature different types of questions presented in new formats. The revised General Test will be slightly more than four hours long, an increase of about 90 minutes over the current two-and-a-half hour exam. An overview of the changes to the General Test and other information about the GRE Program are available on the GRE Web site at www.ets.org/gre.
Dr. Bruce Rideout, Professor of Psychology, has been at Ursinus since 1979. Perched in his Thomas office, Rideout maintains all the work for his four classes. He has taught his "usual" course, “Experimental Design and Statistics,” over 54 times. Dr. Rideout enjoys teaching this because he constantly learns new things about the subject. Although this course is a department requirement, Bruce never tires of its slightly challenging ideals. His second course is “Sensation and Perception,” in which he touches upon visual illusions. Dr. Rideout tends to think about the subject in a more philosophical way, which opens his students up for a different approach to the coursework. Bruce's third exciting course is “Environmental Psychology.” The course itself is relatively new, thus, he is still working all the kinks out. Dr. Rideout pushes himself and his students to think about why humans are destroying the planet. This course studies the connection between human nature and actual nature. Bruce encourages all students to investigate this course, for the material deals with issues that affect us all. Lastly, Dr. Rideout teaches his stint in Psychology 100, in which he heavily focuses on the nervous system and sleep patterns.

Prior to his teaching at Ursinus College, Dr. Rideout taught at the University of Massachusetts while working towards his doctoral degree. He also taught at Cornell University before he came to Ursinus. He received his bachelor's degree at Boston University (BU), and oddly, his undergraduate degree was in economics. It was only after Bruce arrived at BU and had undergone some economic courses that he realized he would rather be studying neuroscience. However, had he switched majors, Dr. Rideout would have lost his student deferment and due to the state of the nation in the 60s, he would have been drafted to fight in the Vietnam War. Thus, Bruce finished his undergraduate in economics and later returned to BU to work for a second undergraduate degree in biology. After working alongside a neurophysiologist for one year, Dr. Rideout realized he would rather study behavioral science rather than neuroscience. He later earned his masters in psychology from Boston University.

Dr. Rideout has many hobbies outside of the classroom. He appreciates the art of photography and enjoys taking pictures at his lake house in Maine. There, Bruce vacations with his two daughters, wife, and his extended family. He passes the days working on the upkeep of the house, which was built in 1884 by his great grandfather. Dr. Rideout also skis. He prefers cross-country skiing to downhill.

Dr. Rideout is extremely interested in environmental studies. He incorporates this into many of his classes and is continuing research on the issues. In 2000, Bruce released two articles pertaining to the attitudes of college students toward environmentalism. The data was based on his collected findings from Ursinus students.

He grew up outside of Boston and now lives locally in Collegeville, and yes, he is one of the professors that never cancels class because he "will walk through the deep snow" to get here! If you see Dr. Rideout around campus, be sure to say “Hello!”

Abstract mastery: exploring the outdoor sculpture collection

ERIN “HALLIE” ANDREW
erandrew@ursinus.edu

We’ve all seen them. We walk by them every day, on our way to class, to the gym, or to Wismer. You can’t ignore their presence—they are one of the few components of Ursinus College that never changes. Some look like misshapen tractors, some look like splintered trees, and several look like triangles with breasts. But few of us know where they came from, who created them, or what they mean. They are the pieces of artwork that make our artwork is spread out over all 165 acres of campus. Rather than keep a few significant pieces in one small area close to the museum, the Bermans wanted to lay out the sculptures across the property so that they would form "unique perceptual and physical gateways to the campus.” Today, you can’t go 100 yards on college grounds without running into one of these fantastic sculptures. And even though we may not realize it, we sometimes consider the artwork absent-mindedly while passing. Philip and Muriel should be glad to know that the students of today are (even if subconsciously) participating in their goal of seeing and exploring art.

The Sculpture Collection holds much more meaning than just a way of showing off good, sometimes abstract, art. The informative pamphlet on the Outdoor Sculpture (which you can pick up in Berman Museum) explains that the collection “represent[s] the ideology and aesthetics of the Bermans as collectors,” as well as the college’s goal of “integrating the visual arts into its intellectual and physical life.” It is also argued that the collection symbolizes the diversity at Ursinus College “through the geographical and ethnic spread of the artists it represents.”

If you’re interested in learning more about the Outdoor Sculpture Collection, or about art work in general, stop by the Berman Museum of Art. It is open Tuesday-Friday, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m., and Saturday-Sunday, 12:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Opinions

Point/Counterpoint: forced suffrage?
It's the American way

GABE HERMAN
gaherman@ursinus.edu

Simon Marucus
simarcus@ursinus.edu

I’m sure you’ve all heard this adage many, many times before; the one I like to call the “gun-to-the-head” scenario. It’s Friday night, and you’re at your favorite restaurant, trying to decide between the steak and the chicken. After an eternity of contemplation, your companion is finally fed up, giving you the added incentive of a hypothetical gun put to your head, forcing you to decide between one and the other. Eventually you settle on the steak, maybe just because you have a yen for steak, even though you have no idea which dish is genuinely better. You’re pretty satisfied with the choice, but boy, that chicken might have been awfully tasty.

Before I get any more ridicules off-track than I already have, allow me to provide an analogy. Imagine that this Friday night is a Tuesday night in November, your favorite restaurant is actually your favorite polling place, and the steak and the chicken are your choices for the next President of the United States. Your much-exasperated friend is the long arm of the law, and that imaginary gun to your head is a potential compulsory voting law. Under this practice, each and every citizen would be required to vote in elections, lest they face fines or imprisonment. Suddenly, a simple steak dinner is much more than you bargained for.

The law hearkens to the idea that voting in a democracy is a citizen’s duty, akin to paying taxes and fulfilling jury duty. After all, in an ideal democracy, a vote represents the will of the majority of the entire population, but our democracy isn’t exactly ideal, as seen in a startling decline in overall voting numbers. Like many, I’m very worried about this lack of a voting base, and I genuinely believe everything I just said about voting being an important factor in maintaining the voice of the people. However, the way I see it, transforming the right to vote into law that if not exercised means criminal punishment is not the way to go about making voting matter, for a number of reasons.

In order to increase America’s base of voters, an average citizen needs a genuine desire to vote and make his or her opinions heard. Forcing the public to get up and go to the polls, in a way holding that gun to their heads, will make voting seem like nothing more than a nuisance rather than a privilege and something they are ready and willing to do. The people’s choice to vote should be spurred by their caring about the issues and their motivation to make a difference. Putting the idea of jail time in the public’s heads lest they get up and vote will get more people to vote, yes, but for all the wrong reasons: voting would be done simply out of the simple fear of breaking a law, rather than a genuine interest in taking an active role in one’s government.

Speaking of caring about the issues, an important factor to consider with the idea of compulsory voting is actual knowledge of the issues that affect an election. Yes, well under half the population votes regularly, and this is undeniably disturbing. However, consider who this non-voter is. The masses do not vote. Sure, it may just be plain laziness, but it has to be assumed that many of these individuals aren’t aware of the candidates’ stances on important issues or just don’t care. If these people are forced to vote without any knowledge of the different candidates, what

Know the issues first
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While on Youtube, I saw the new generation of the Elmo doll. For the purposes of me not wanting to do responsible research for my articles, I will call the said doll Tickle Me Elmo XTREME!!

Grey Johnson

The Warm Side of the Door

GREY JOHNSON

GRTLYJOHNSON@URSINUS.EDU

The World’s Best bounty hunter pull-chore doll

Dog the Bounty Hunter pull-chore doll

I think it’s overdue that the world’s best bounty hunter should get his own doll. Mr. Dog has been captivating nations by capturing dangerous baddies on the AMC channel for years. The doll would of course come with a well-groomed mullet and wacky catchphrases. Also, I’d make sure the doll breaks down, weeps uncontrollably, and prays with convicts he catches. Sadly, the doll has so many factory problems that Mexican officials are actually seeking extradition after it killed a young child in Tijuana.

The Boys of The Grizzly 2007 calendar

Oregon Trail action figure set

When I was a kid, I always wished they made a set of action figures from my favorite computer game. It would feature exciting characters, such as the banker, the farmer, and the carpenter. The toy wagons would be designed to only carry 50 pounds of toy food after you’ve shot one of the toy buffalo. Also included would be the friendly Native American that offers to take your wagon across the river for the nominal fee of fifteen sets of clothing.

Remember, Christmas is just around the corner, and don’t be afraid to scare a young child for life courtesy of giving him a horrible gift. You’ll be doing the nation a favor.

Grey just discovered how to use italics on his computer. Send him your congratulations at gjohnson@ursinus.edu.

The Grizzly
A modest proposal

Recently, the Discovery Institute, a Christian think tank most widely known for its creationist group "Intelligent Design," has announced plans to work with Senator Rick Santorum in designing a new "equal opportunity" curriculum for American public schools. The Discovery Institute and Senator Santorum have a fund history together: Santorum once attempted to insert a provision in the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 that would call for the teaching of "Intelligent Design" along side evolution. Ultimately, this provision did not become law. However, the Discovery Institute and Santorum will not give up so easily, they march on together.

The president of the Discovery Institute, Bruce Chapman, and Santorum issued the following joint statement:

"It is our heartfelt opinion that a solid education requires that students hear all sides of an issue. This kind of education extends beyond the science classroom. So, while we still urge Congress to support Intelligent Design, we are here today to propose changes to the broader curriculum. Let us begin with history. History teachers claim to teach 'facts.' However, they get these 'facts' from historical documents and historical record keeping. For instance, we have come to understand the founding of our great nation through examination of the notes kept by the founders during meetings of the Continental Congress. But, let us pose a question: who are the greatest record keepers of all time? Here are just a few: Matthew, John, Luke, Mark. Yes, for too long, the Bible's historical significance has been ignored in public schools. We suggest that the Bible be required reading in all History classes. These great men were historians, and to omit them from the classroom simply because they followed the teachings of the Lord amounts to no more than secular elites have developed curricula unchallenged, leading to a bland, one-sided education for our children. Our children deserve better. They deserve not only to be taught what is right, but also what is wrong. It is up to them to make that determination for themselves. Thank you, and may God bless you all."

Matt Flyntz and Dan Sergeant would like to take this opportunity to remind you that Communism for Dummies is, and always will be, a work of satire. It is not our fault that Bruce Chapman and Rick Santorum are probably dumb enough to actually support an idea like this leading people to believe this is a piece of "real news." All notices of libel litigation should be sent to mflyntz@ursinus.edu and dsgentz@ursinus.edu.

Voting (Cont’d from Page 6)

would the results signify? If anything, many of your typical non-voters may just pick whichever name sounds cooler. I certainly wish and hope for a high voter turnout as possible, whenever possible, but before this can happen, the public needs to know just who they’re voting for and what they’re voting on. Simply pushing a button to fulfill a voting requirement accomplishes nothing, and perhaps is even a detriment to the democratic system, until the average citizen knows just why he or she is pushing that button.

Whether deciding on your president for the next four years or deciding between the steak and the chicken, it will never do for someone to hold the gun to your head and tell you to pick one, right then, right there, or else. Voting is a right in a democracy such as ours. It shouldn’t have to be enforced by a fear-inducing law. For the sake of the entire democratic process, appreciate that right, and know who and what you’re actually choosing. It doesn’t have to be a chore or a scare tactic.
Sports

Bears terrorize McDaniel, ending nine-year streak

MATTHEW PASTOR
mapastor@ursinus.edu

For the past nine years, Ursinus has opened Centennial Conference play with a loss at the hands of McDaniel; some games were close, some were not, but the same outcome always followed. After nine years of hard work and no reward, the Bears finally got their revenge during Family Day with a 20-0 mauling of the Green Terror to start the season off-4-0 for the first time since 1996.

It was an all-around effort from both sides of the ball as the Ursinus defense continued its dominance by not allowing a single point and the offense opened up the playbook a little bit to give McDaniel headaches all day.

Senior quarterback Ted Wallingford paced the offense with 220 yards on 15-30 passing and a plethora of running backs tallied over 200 yards rushing to show that it’s not just a great defense that can win games for the Bears. The Bears’ defense is certainly the best in the conference, allowing only four net rushing yards in the game and going eight consecutive quarters without allowing a single point. Kieran Gorman led the Bears’ defense with eight tackles and two interceptions, while Mike Triu was a nuisance all day in the McDaniel backfield, recording five tackles including two sacks on McDaniel with his efforts, the crowd went nuts, and the Bears took a commanding 20-0 lead on the visiting Green Terror.

The rest of the game was a defensive showcase as the Bears’ defense continued to pound on the Green Terror offense, not allowing any hope of coming back. The Bears’ defense is a like swarm of killer bees (or a pack of bears) with eleven golden helmets surrounding the ball on every down. To be quite honest, these eleven guys are nasty, and the Bears have a championship-quality defense which is hard to come by. In 16 quarters of football, the Bears have allowed one touchdown. Thanks to some fast math by senior offensive guard Brandon Haase, the Bears’ defense allows an average of 1.25 points a game, which means they can basically win the game themselves by scoring a safety. However, that wouldn’t be any fun, and the offense likes scoring touchdowns anyways.

For his efforts, Ted Wallingford was selected as Centennial Conference Offensive Player of the Week for his 15-30, 220 passing yards, and one rushing touchdown effort against McDaniel. This marks the fourth consecutive week that a member of the Ursinus Bears football team has earned the honor on offense or defense.

So if you haven’t heard already, the Ursinus Bears have something special going for them so far this year. The Bears now take their 4-0 record on the road for the next three weeks starting this weekend in Cleveland, OH against a very good 3-1 Case Western reserve squad. It’s an eight hour trip, but, if you are a true Ursinus Bear, the football team hopes to see you there. Kickoff is this Saturday, Oct. 7, at 12 p.m.

Women split, Men earn first conference point

TYLER JOHNSON
tyjohnson@ursinus.edu

Following two heartbreaking losses at Gettysburg and at Rutgers-Camden, the women’s soccer team was defeated by Dickinson 3-1 on Saturday, Sept. 23 before trouncing Washington 3-0 two days later. The split results from the two critical conference games left the Bears with an overall record of 3-4-0, and a Centennial Conference record of 1-2.

Ursinus started strong against conference powerhouse Dickinson, and took a 1-0 lead in the 28th minute after defender Lauren Washam’s direct kick found Elizabeth Cannon. Their advantage lasted a mere five minutes, as Dickinson’s Sarah Casey scored the first of her two goals to even the score in the 33rd. Both teams had ample opportunities in the second half, but the visiting Red Devils proved the cooler heads in front of the net. Two goals resulting from corner kicks, including a 59th minute strike by Lisa Nichols and 62nd minute goal by Casey, proved decisive. Reserve striker Chelsea Morin put two of her three shots on goal under corralers Ashley Potter and Sarah Clark registered two saves apiece for the Bears.

The Bears rebounded from the Dickinson loss in dramatic fashion, outplaying a severely overmatched Washington side. The Shorewomen managed only one shot on the afternoon, while the Bears put thirteen of their 28 shots on frame. Freshman Jess Gunzelman put the Bears in front with her first collegiate goal a mere five minutes into the match. Gunzelman tuck a cross from Melissa Reuter into the corner of the net and Ursinus never looked back. The Bears found the net again in the 30th minute, when striker Amanda Leatherman scored her third goal of the season. Gunzelman completed the scoring early in the second half, when she finished a deflection of Lauren Washam’s 54th minute blast. Washam was given credit for the assist, representing her second in two matches. Goalkinders Lisa Clark and Jackie Chen combined for the shutout.

The men’s soccer team fell to Dickinson 3-0 at home, but earned a point in the conference thanks to an impressive 1-1 tie against conference rival Haverford. The results leave the Bears with an overall record of 0-6-2, and a Centennial Conference record of 0-2-1.

The Bears struggled to generate offensive opportunities throughout their match against Goucher, and only managed five shots on goal in their first points in the conference standings. Bear goalkeeper Ed de Gottal was spectacular throughout the match, totaling a career high twelve saves and snatching numerous threatening crosses from onrushing Ford attackers. The Bears were able to create a substantial number of scoring opportunities, outshooting the Fords 15-12 in the second half and in extra time.

 Classified Ad
GUITAR LESSONS
Beginner thru intermediate
Mid-day scheduling available
Call Jeff Larson
484.802.3452